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Abstract: A new method is designed to detect and segment a crack on a pavement surface image from its background. Gray images of
pavement surface have been collected from asphalt concrete pavement on an interstate highway in Maryland using charge-coupled device
(CCD) digital cameras. These pavement surface images contain different types of pavement surface distresses and pavement markings. The
first step of the new algorithm is preparing a uniform background by applying the new average brightness level of each column. The weighted
neighborhood pixels method is proposed, which is based on the intensities of all pixels in three surrounding loops. Seven different patterns are
studied and compared, which leads to the best performance eight-direction pattern in terms of accuracy and robustness for feature extraction
of pavement images with cracking; then, a local threshold approach and shape filtering using eccentricity value parameters are applied to
enhance the candidate cracks. Finally, crack fragments are connected by using a dilation operator. The performance of the new method is
evaluated against the ground truth data using manual detection and segmentation. The results show that the developed automated detection
and segmentation method is accurate, fast, robust, and suitable for online pavement condition assessment. DOI: 10.1061/(ASCE)CP.1943-
5487.0000488. © 2015 American Society of Civil Engineers.
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Introduction

When cracks appear in pavement but are untreated, they propagate
out and become more severe with continued traffic loadings. Mean-
while, cracks allow water to penetrate the surface, leading to
progressive upheaval of the pavement surface via the frost heave
process. Keeping pavement in good repair will save motorists from
additional operating costs. Pavement surface distress evaluation is
an important part of a pavement management system for mainte-
nance and rehabilitation. Pavements with initial deterioration can
be identified early through periodic pavement inspections.

Traditionally, pavement surface distresses have been identified
by human inspectors who walk along the road and produce report
sheets through visual surveys. These manual inspections are time-
consuming, costly, subjective, and unsafe (Cheng et al. 2003).
Digital images are the most important source of information for
qualitative evaluation of distresses. Advances in computer technol-
ogy, digital image acquisition, and digital image processing tech-
niques allow local agencies to use digital image processing for

pavement distress analyses (Teomete et al. 2005). Automated
pavement distress inspection is able to improve accuracy and
subjectivity.

Collection and analysis of pavement images with distresses has
received considerable attention due to its potential to improve the
quality of pavement condition assessment. In the past two decades,
efforts have been made to develop automated surface distress
detection systems using image processing techniques. However, a
fully automated system still remains a challenge in pavement sur-
face distress detection and classification (Tsai et al. 2009).

In this study, a new feature extraction (segmentation) method
based on the weighted neighborhood pixel is proposed and imple-
mented for automated online detection and segmentation of cracks
on pavement surface images recorded on video or photographic film.
The advantage of this weighted neighborhood pixel segmentation
method as compared to existing methods lies in its accuracy and
efficiency. The contributions of the paper are as follows: theweighted
neighborhood pixel method is used for the first time to automatically
detect and segment cracks on pavement surface images. An algo-
rithm is designed and implemented through optimal pattern selection
of seven different patterns, achieving a high accuracy and a high
processing efficiency. The new method is fast, automated, and pro-
duces objective and consistent assessment of pavement cracking.

Literature Review

Since the early 1990s, researchers have made considerable attempts
to develop an automated pavement distress inspection system. Such a
system consists of two parts: an automated survey for collecting
pavement surface images, and image-based automated evaluation
(rating) of pavement distress. While analog area scanners and line
scanners have been used for acquisition of pavement surface images
in the field for more than a decade, the automated evaluation of
pavement distress based on pavement images is far from mature.
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Automated evaluation of pavement distress involves three steps:
image preprocessing, image segmentation, and pavement distress
classification and measurements. Image preprocessing is used to
reduce noise and to enhance the region of interest. Common image
preprocessing techniques are based on median filters (Li et al.
2010; Maode et al. 2007; Mustaffara et al. 2008), histogram equali-
zation (Nejad and Zakeri 2011), and hybrid methods (Gavilán et al.
2011). Image segmentation is the process of partitioning an image
into background and distresses. Pavement distress classification
and measurements include the identification of distress type and
quantification of distress extent and severity.

Image segmentation generally can be grouped into two
categories: threshold-based methods and edge detection–based
methods. Kirschke and Velinsky (1992) presented an initial effort
toward a histogram-based machine vision technique for the
automated detection of spontaneous cracks in highway pavement.
Koutsopoulos et al. (1993) compared different threshold methods
including regression, Otsu, relaxation, and Kittler’s method, and
showed that the regression-based method outperforms the others
but does not perform so well when shadows exist on images.
Koutsopoulos and Downey (1993) presented a statistical approach
to distinguish crack segmentation. However, the method encounters
some difficulty in classifying pavement distress types, mainly
between alligator and block cracks. Cheng and Miyojim (1998)
applied a neural network to select a threshold for distress segmen-
tation. They used the standard deviation and mean as parameters
in neural network training. Cheng et al. (1999) proposed a fuzzy
set theory to detect and segment cracks. Hassani and Tehrani (2008)
recommended a fuzzy logic-based system for automatic pavement
distress detection using a general threshold for detection and
segmentation of distresses. He and Qiu (2012) proposed an
improved segmentation method based on the combination of
multithreshold averaging and multidirectional mathematical mor-
phology. They claimed their proposed algorithm can improve
the effects of segmentation significantly and works against noise
effectively. Wang and Tang (2012) presented a new method and
compared it with the global threshold value algorithm and the local
optimal threshold value algorithm. They claimed the new method
was better than the global and optimal local threshold values.
Kamaliardakani et al. (2014) developed an algorithm to automati-
cally detect sealed cracks in pavement surface images based on a
local minimum approach. The experimental results indicate that the
developed algorithm has high accuracy and can consistently detect
sealed cracks in different environments.

Edge detection based on segmentation methods has the advan-
tage of reducing image size while keeping critical information. A
number of edge detectors have been developed over the past three
decades, such as Prewitt, Sobel, Roberts, and LOG edge detectors
(Davies 2004). Recently, multiresolution-based edge detection at
multiple scales has become popular. Subirats et al. (2006) and
Zhou (2004) used continuous wavelet transform for pavement
crack surface detection. Wang et al. (2008) and Zhou et al.
(2006) used a wavelet edge detection procedure for pavement
distress segmentation. Chen et al. (2012) and Zuo et al. (2008)
developed a segmentation approach using a fractal dimension.
These methods are efficient, but very expensive and slow. Hong
et al. (2010) used wavelet transform and pseudocoloring to detect
the cracks and apply a Radon transform on the binary image to
classify and evaluate the cracks. (Wei et al. 2010; Ying and Salari
2010) presented a novel asphalt pavement crack detection
algorithm based on beamlet analysis. The length, orientation,
and location of cracks can be detected. Moghadas Nejad and
Zakeri (2011) used multiresolution texture analysis for the fast
isolation cracks and potholes distress from pavement images.

It offers a comprehensive analysis of distress isolation and
detection algorithms using three sets of wavelet, ridgelet, and
curvelet-based texture vectors. Their result indicates that using
curvelet-based texture features can improve the classification
of potholes, and ridgelet-based texture features can improve
the classification of cracking distress. Wu and Liu (2012) pre-
sented a method based on wavelet analysis to remove noise.
Their proposed method is suitable for real-time detection. Zhibiao
and Yanqing (2013) developed an algorithm based on the contour-
let domain. Simulated results demonstrate that the algorithm
has a good robustness. Tsai et al. (2009) used a scoring measure
to compare the performance of six different pavement distress
segmentation algorithms: statistical/relaxation threshold, Canny
edge detection, multiscale wavelets, crack seed verification, iter-
ative clipping, and a dynamic optimization–based method. It is
concluded that the dynamic optimization–based method is the
best among these six methods, but it does require a long compu-
tation time.

In summary, several segmentation methods have been proposed
over the last decade for detection and segmentation of pavement
surface images with cracking. Among existing methods, some have
suffered from unstable performance in terms of accuracy, while
others require a long computation time that is not suitable for online
processing.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. “New Crack
Detection Algorithm” section introduces the proposed algorithm
for pavement cracking segmentation. “Pattern Selection” section
presents pattern selection procedure through experimental study us-
ing the ground truth pavement images with cracking. “Performance
Evaluation of Proposed Method” section evaluated the performance
of the proposed method against artificial detection of the ground
truth pavement images with cracking. Conclusions are presented
in the last section.

New Crack Detection Algorithm

Fig. 1 outlines the proposed new algorithm for pavement cracking
detection. The method is built upon two assumptions: (1) crack
pixels are darker than the surrounding background; and (2) cracks
are long linear or thin rectangular regions (Chambon and
Moliard 2011).

Input Image

The gray pavement surface images collected from the interstate
highway in Maryland with a frame size of 3,480 × 2,048 are con-
sidered as the input.

Input Image

Image Segmentation

Crack Connectivity and Noise 
Removal

Image Preprocessing

Fig. 1. Flowchart of the proposed algorithm
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Image Preprocessing

A pavement image is composed of background, noise, and probably
distresses. Cracking is part of the distress. An obstacle to automatic
pavement distress detection and segmentation is that the road
pavement images are often obtained under nonuniform distributed
lighting conditions. In order to overcome this obstacle, preprocessing
is an essential step of image analysis and pattern recognition. It is
necessary to convert all source images to a uniform lighting condi-
tion; preprocessing corrects the average brightness level of each
image column. At the beginning of the process, the gain and the ex-
posure time of camera is adjusted individually to a average pixel
value of 128 (the middle of 0 and 255). Nevertheless, brightness
measured along a given line is not constant due to the fact that
the lighting and viewing conditions are not exactly the same at every
point (Zalama et al. 2013). In order to correct existing differences, the
following process has been suggested

I 0ij ¼
128

Ai
Iij i ¼ 1; 2; : : : ;M j ¼ 1; 2; : : : ;N ð1Þ

where Iij = pixel value of the original image at column i and row j;
I 0ij = transformed image pixel value; M = number of columns of the
image; and N = number of rows. Moreover, Ai = average pixel value
of column i. Then, a 5 × 5 median filter is used to reduce salt-and-
pepper noise. Finally, a 3 × 3 min filter is used twice to extend dark
objects such as cracks.

Figs. 2 and 3 depict two examples of the preprocessed images.
Fig. 2(a) is a pavement image which includes a horizontal crack
with stripe noise. Fig. 2(b) shows average pixel value in the
X-direction that changes at the different locations, which indi-
cates that the background illumination is not constant. In order
to extract the crack information from the original image, it is cru-
cial to convert the background component into a constant base
intensity. Fig. 2(c) is the image after brightness level correction
with uniform background in the X-direction, which can be seen in
terms of histogram in Fig. 2(d). From comparing Figs. 2(b and d),
it can be seen that brightness level correction provides a uniform
distribution for illumination of the image. Finally, Figs. 2(e and f)
show the results of the preprocessed image and correspondent
histogram after applying the median filter and min filter. Fig. 3
shows the magnified image of the preprocessing procedure, and it
can be seen that crack features are enhanced and the appearance
of the noncrack area is smoothed.

Image Segmentation

Image segmentation is a technique for partitioning an object of in-
terest (i.e., cracks) from the background. The intensity thresholding
approach is widely used for the detection process. The performance
of three image segmentation algorithms for noisy pavement surface
images is evaluated. The first method is iterative clipping (Oh et al.
1998; Tsai et al. 2009); the second method is weighted mean–based
thresholding (Lokeshwor et al. 2013). The third method is weighted
neighborhood pixel thresholding.

Iterative Clipping

Tsai et al. (2009) evaluated the performance of this algorithm for
the segmentation of noisy road surface images. In this algorithm,
images are first divided into eight subimages. Then, clipping values
are determined for each subimage by calculating mean values. All
pixel values above the clipping value are set to a clipping value and
the rest values are unchanged. After that, the mean and standard

deviation of each clipped tiles are calculated to determine a corre-
sponding new clipping value

Cn ¼ μn−1 − ð1.2 × Sn−1Þ ð2Þ
where Cn = clipping value at the nth iteration; μn−1 = mean value at
(n − 1)th iteration; and Sn−1 = standard deviation value at (n − 1)th
iteration. The iteration is stopped when the difference between cur-
rent clipping computed by Eq. (2) and the mean after the clipping is
less than 0.3. Finally, threshold values are defined by the mean
value minus five.

Weighted Mean-Based Thresholding

Lokeshwor et al. (2013) presented an adaptive thresholding method
for segmentation of noisy road surface images. In these methods,
the threshold level is defined on a pixel-by-pixel basis by comput-
ing an equally weighted mean of a neighborhood area around each
pixel location minus a constant value to be subtracted from the
mean. The key steps of the applied adaptive thresholding technique
include the subsequent:
1. Compute equally weighted mean (m) of pixel values over a

local window size, i.e., neighborhood area around the current
pixel in image.

2. Set a threshold level for the current pixel using Tði; jÞ ¼
mði; jÞ − C, where (i; j) are the coordinates at the current pixel
and C is a constant value.

3. Convert the current pixel value (I) into binary using the fol-
lowing condition:

Iði; jÞ ¼
�
255 if Iði; jÞ ≤ Tði; jÞ
0 if Iði; jÞ > Tði; jÞ ð3Þ

4. Repeat until the last pixel in the image undergoes steps 2–4.
5. End.

Feature Extraction and Using Low Threshold

The proposed weighted neighborhood pixels method for feature
extraction of pavement image with cracks is illustrated in Fig. 4,
in which the letter C means central pixel. A pixel can have 8, 16,
and 24 neighbors in the first, the second, and the third surrounding
loops, which are represented by the star, dash, and cross symbols
in this figure, respectively. The surrounding loops can go on to a
large number. A weight assigned to a pixel is calculated based on
the pixel values of its surrounding pixels according to Eq. (4)

w ¼ Gtotal

Gmax
ð4Þ

where w = neighborhood pixels weight; Gtotal = sum of all pixel
values in three surrounding loops; and Gmax = maximum achiev-
able pixel value of all pixels in three surrounding loops.

Different distresses show different patterns in pavement surface
images. Cracking has its own characteristics as well. For this
reason, a good feature-extraction segmentation method should
be calibrated to a specific type of pavement distress (i.e., cracking
in this case) to achieve the best performance. To investigate which
neighborhood pixels weight works the best for feature extraction,
seven different three-loop patterns shown in Fig. 5 are investigated,
in which Fig. 5(g) was used by Kumar (2010). The quantitative
evaluation shown in the eight-direction pattern is the best three-
loop pattern among all patterns that will be selected as the final
pattern of the weighted-neighborhood-pixel feature extraction.

Fig. 6(a) shows a three-loops window of Fig. 5(f). The value of
intensity of all first-loop pixels is 255þ 255þ 76þ 77þ 81þ
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72þ 255þ 255 ¼ 1,326. This value for the second and third loop
pixels is 1,501 and 1,307, respectively. As a result, the nominator in
Eq. (4) is 1,326þ 1,501þ 1,307 ¼ 4,134. Since there are 24 pixels
that construct the pattern in Fig. 5(f), the maximum pixel value of

all pixels that can be achieved in all three surrounding loops is
24 × 255 ¼ 6,120. Thus, the weight for this three-loop window
is given by 4,134=6,120 ¼ 0.68, which is summarized in
Fig. 6(b).
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Fig. 2. Enhancement of nonuniform pavement image and corresponding histogram: (a) original image A with cracks; (b) average pixel value plot in
X-direction of the original image A; (c) measured brightness levels correction A; (d) average pixel value plot in X-direction of the brightness level
correction A; (e) result of preprocessed image; (f) average pixel value plot in X-direction of the preprocessed image A
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The image obtained at the end of the feature extraction is con-
verted to a binary image. All pixels have values of one, except ob-
ject or noise pixels with zero values. In this approach, the binary
candidate cracks image can be obtained by selecting the lower
threshold. A local sliding window is used at all the pixel locations
of the preprocessed image. The average pixel value (Iave) of the
local window is compared with the pixel value of the weighted
pixel (wc). The condition for threshold is

Iavg ¼
1

M × N

XM
i¼1

XN
j¼1

Iði; jÞ ð5Þ

wc ≤ 0.85 × Iavg ð6Þ

where Iði; jÞ = pixel value of the preprocessed image at row i and
column j; M = number of rows; and N = number of columns re-
garding the sliding window. If the weighted pixel can satisfy the
condition in Eq. (6), the value of 1 will be assigned, as a candidate

crack pixel. Otherwise, the pixel will be assigned 0 as a back-
ground pixel.

Image Segmentation Using a Higher Threshold

After applying the low threshold to the pavement images, the
binary candidate crack images are obtained. Due to image noise
or pixel brightness, some of the pixels detected by the low threshold
may not represent actual cracks. Detected pixels may correspond to
the background or other dark objects pixels on the pavement. To
overcome this difficulty, a higher threshold is taken into account.
The proposed image segmentation process includes the following
three steps. Segmentation process steps are demonstrated in Fig. 7.
1. Noise removal: According to assumption (2), cracks often ap-

pear as a long line or thin rectangle regions, whereas noncrack
regions appear as irregular groups of pixels. Therefore, these
irregular noise regions can be filter out by examining the
eccentricity and area values. The range of the eccentricity
parameters is from 0 to 1, where a value close to one indicates
a line and a value close to zero indicates a circle. Therefore, the
fragments with an eccentricity value less than 0.9 can be con-
sidered as noncrack objects or noise and removed.

2. Block labeling: In this step, the binary candidate crack image
is divided into rectangular blocks (here the image is divided
into 8 by 8 blocks). Then, each block containing cracks will
be assigned a specific label.

3. Applying higher threshold to the pavement images block:
After finding the contour of the cracks, the original image will
be divided into same-sized rectangular blocks. Then, the la-
beled block image and its neighborhood are considered, and
Eq. (6) is applied with new coefficient (here it is 0.9). The
candidate cracks with a higher threshold are separated from
the background.

Crack Connectivity and Noise Removal

The actual cracks with higher intensity than the specified threshold
may filter out in the segmentation process. Subsequently, segmented
images are fragmented and disconnected. Also, the background
with lower intensity than the specified threshold demonstrates
the small single points that represent image noise. Segmented im-
ages are enhanced in the following two-step process: gaps between
two close fragments are connected by means of dilation operation,
and noises are then removed to prevent failing detection in the
next steps.

Crack Connectivity

Connecting gaps is essential to connect the crack fragments that are
often observed after the segmentation process. These connecting
gaps can be obtained using a morphological dilation operation. The
dilation operation grows objects in a binary image. With A and B as
sets in Z2, the dilation operation is defined as

A� B ¼ fzjðB̂Þz ∩ A ≠ ∅g ð7Þ
where A� B is dilation of image A by structure element (SE) B.
This equation is based on reflecting B about its origin and shifting
this reflection by z (Gonzalez and Woods 2008). Selecting the
shape and size of the SE depends on the former information about
the characteristics of the image features that are required to be ex-
tended. If the SE size is chosen very large, it may cause close single
noise to be merged, and if it is too small the fragments of cracks
may not connect properly. The result from investigating several

Fig. 3. Illustration of magnified preprocessed image: (a) original image
B with cracks; (b) measured brightness levels correction B; (c) result
of preprocessed image B

+ + + + + + +
+ - - - - - +
+ - * * * - +
+ - * C * - +
+ - * * * - +
+ - - - - - +
+ + + + + + +

Fig. 4. The neighborhood pixels of a three-loop window
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images in the database shows that cracks often appear as a line or as
a thin rectangle, and gaps typically are at distance of less than ap-
proximately 10 pixels; consequently, a line SE with length of
10 pixels is used for the dilation operator. The use of a dilation
operator with a 10-pixel line as SE oriented to a specific angle
would allow growing of crack segments along this angle. The ori-
entations are assumed to range between −90° and 90° in 22.5° in-
crements. Fig. 8(a) shows the shape and orientation of the structure
element for the dilation operation.

The dilation operation is implemented to the segmented images
by covering the total range of the directions with an increment of
22.5°. Eight binary images are created by repeating the dilation op-
erator for each orientation. Each binary image presents a particular
direction. Finally, eight binary images are added together to form
the output of the connected candidate crack. Fig. 8(b) demonstrates
the result of connecting gap for the example images by applying
dilation operation. Either dilation can be used as crack connectivity
in this case. However, the use of dilation also provides unwanted
excessive merging of noises that are close to each other.

Noise Removal

In pavement surface images, an area is described by the number
of pixels in binary image and pixel size (mm2). The AASHTO
Cracking Protocol PP44-01 (AASHTO 2005) states that areas less
than 75 mm2 (equivalent to an area of 3 mm in width by 25 mm in
length) are not treated as a crack. Therefore, small areas less than
75 mm2 are treated as isolated objects and small clusters of pixels
are indicated for removal. They are then removed using the
forward-scan two-pass connected-component labeling (CCL)
algorithm employing the union-find data structure (Hernandez-
Belmonte et al. 2011; Wu et al. 2008, 2009) with a set minimum
cut off of 75 mm2.

CCL algorithms include multipass, two-pass, one-pass, parallel,
and tracing-type algorithms. These algorithms try to relabel com-
ponent pixels according to an equivalence relation among tempo-
rary labels via different connected masks (Fig. 9). In this paper, a
two-pass CCL algorithm consisting of three phases (i.e., scanning,
analyzing, and labeling) is used over a binary image. The aim of the

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g)

C C C C

C C C

Fig. 5. Seven different patterns used for assigning neighborhood pixel weights: (a) four main far pixels; (b) four partial far pixels; (c) eight-direction
far point pixels; (d) four main-direction pixels; (e) four partial-direction pixels; (f) eight-direction pixels; (g) Kumar pattern

(a)

+65 77 255 255+ 74 255 255+

255 255- 255 255- 80 67- 255

255 255 255* 255* 76* 79 255

+74 -78 77* 255 81* 81- 255+

255 69 72* 255* 255* 255 255

255 -255 255 255- 255 255- 255

+255 64 255 73+ 255 75 75+

(b)

Loop
Sum of all 

pixel values
Weight

First loop 1326* 0.65

Second loop 1501- 0.74

Third loop 1307+ 0.64

Total 4134 0.68

Fig. 6. Pixel value C and its surrounding pixels of three loops: (a) pixel values of all three-loop pixels; (b) weight assignment using eight-directions
pattern of Fig. 5(f)
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scanning phase is to assign temporary labels to all object pixels and
store the equivalence information about the temporary labels based
on the values of neighbors. The analyzing phase analyzes the label
equivalence information to determine the final label of each tem-
porary label. The labeling phase assigns the final labels to the
object pixels by doing the second pass through the image.

The union-find data structure is one of the most efficient data
structures for representing the equivalence information. A union-
find data structure conceptually represents rooted trees, where each
node of a tree is a temporary label, and each edge represents the
equivalence between two labels. Only three operations are needed
on a union-find labeling structure: combining two trees (union op-
eration), finding the root node linked to another node (find oper-
ation), and creation of a new tree with a single node. The union
operation adds an edge from the root of one tree to the root of an-
other one when there is more than one root. The find operation
starts from a node and traces back until it reaches the root node.
This operation modifies all the nodes in the path to the root label.

In short, a two-pass labeling algorithm employing a union-find
data structure generally starts with a scanning phase by using one of
the scanning masks demonstrated in Fig. 9 to examine the image
and assign the provisional labels to object pixels. During the scan-
ning phase, it also builds up the union-find data structure to record
the equivalence information among the provisional labels. After the
scanning phase, it analyzes the union-find data structure to deter-
mine the final label for each provisional label, a stage called the
labeling phase.

Pattern Selection

Performance and computational time depend upon image size, im-
age resolution, the number of neighborhood pixels, and the number
of loops involved in the feature extraction. Performance and CPU
time of these seven different patterns are evaluated and compared in
this section. All these aforementioned analyses are conducted using
MATLAB in a ThinkPad T530 laptop with an Intel Core i5 CPU,
and 4 GB of RAM.

Fifty pavement surface images with cracks are used in compari-
son of seven feature extraction patterns. For each image, three dif-
ferent image sizes (2,048 × 3,480, 1,740 × 1,024 and 1,160 × 683)
are studied, corresponding to high resolution images, medium res-
olution images and low resolution images, respectively, indicating
the amount of image shrinkage. Proposed patterns were applied to
50 images, and the results detected were compared to the
ground truth.

A team of three pavement engineers first manually identified
and marked (in red) cracks on these 50 pavement images. One
of these pavement images is shown in Fig. 10(b). Such a marked
image is defined as a ground truth image for comparison.

Fig. 7. Step-by-step image segmentation process: (a) after applying a
low threshold; (b) output of the shape filtering; (c) block labeling which
includes cracks; (d) segmented image after applying a higher threshold

(a) (b)

Fig. 8. Dilation operation: (a) orientation of the line structural element
with length of 10 pixels for the dilation operation in the connectivity
process; (b) result of gap-filling and connecting

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 9. Shapes of neighborhood masks used for connectivity analysis in
CCL algorithms: (a) eight-connected mask; (b) forward-scan mask;
(c) four-neighbor mask; (d) backward-scan mask
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For the quantitative evaluation of crack detection, a type I error
is defined as follows; it is used to measure the effectiveness of
patterns:

αI ¼
Number of incorrectly identified pixels of cracks

Total number of pixcels of cracks in ground truth image
ð8Þ

where αI is the type I error, referring to the percentage of pixels not
considered as a crack that are in fact a crack in the ground truth
image. For the image illustrated in Fig. 10, a type I error is
773=27,549 ¼ 2.8%, where 773 is the number of pixels of cracks
identified incorrectly and 27,549 indicates the total number of pix-
els of cracks in the ground truth image.

Fig. 11 compares Type I error against seven patterns for three
different image sizes. Among all patterns, the eight-direction pat-
tern in Fig. 5(f) has a minimum error. This can be justified due to
the fact that most cracks are either in vertical, horizontal, or diago-
nal directions, and the eight-direction pattern can cover all of them.
Therefore, the eight-direction pattern is selected in this study as the

calibrated neighborhood pixel weight feature extraction for image
segmentation of cracks.

Another important aspect that should be considered is CPU
time. It is found that these different patterns do not result in con-
siderably different CPU times. With the eight-direction pattern,
CPU times for high-resolution, medium-resolution, and low-
resolution images using the eight-direction pattern are 0.813, 0.144,
and 0.049 s, respectively. CPU time for low-resolution images is
approximately 1=16 and 1=3 of CPU time for high-resolution
and medium-resolution images, respectively. Since accuracy is
more critical in this study, pavement images with high resolution
are used for further investigation.

Performance Comparison

To test the robustness of the proposed method, a number of pave-
ment surface images were selected from the collected pavement
surface images database. Three different image segmentation
methods described in a previous section are applied to the selected
pavement surface images. An example of a processed road image
using the different image segmentation techniques described in
aforementioned sections is illustrated in Fig. 12. The original
image, iterative clipping method, weighted mean–based adaptive
thresholding, and proposed method are shown in Figs. 12(a–d),
respectively.

The results show that the adaptive thresholding and iterative
clipping methods were not able to perform well on a noisy road
image as compared with the proposed method. This was mostly
due to the presence of nonuniform illumination, and also because
those methods do not take into account the geometric characteris-
tics of cracks. In such situations, these techniques were not found to
be useful for automated segmentation of road surface distress.

Performance Evaluation of Proposed Method

A sample of 1,669 gray images of pavement surface has been man-
ually collected from two different sections of asphalt concrete pave-
ment (i.e., Sections 1 and 2) on an interstate highway in Maryland.

Fig. 10. The definition of original image versus ground truth: (a) ori-
ginal image; (b) ground truth image marked by a team of three pave-
ment engineers
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Fig. 11. Type I error of different patterns for high-resolution, medium-resolution, and low-resolution images
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Out of these images, Section 1 has 48 cracks and Section 2 has
36 crack images. Each image covers approximately a 3.5-m width
by 6-m length of pavement surface with a frame resolution of
2,048 × 3,480 pixels. Each pixel represents about 3 mm2 of pave-
ment area. Pavement surface images with and without cracking are
manually labeled by a team of three pavement engineers to obtain the
ground truth images for the evaluation of the proposed approach.

The eight-direction pattern of the weighted neighborhood pixel
segmentation method is evaluated using 1,669 real pavement sur-
face images with 3,480 × 2,048 size. Precision, recall and perfor-
mance criterion are used to measure the overall performance of the
proposed segmentation method. These quantities are defined
below, in which P, R, and PC stand for precision, recall, and per-
formance criterion, respectively

P ¼ Number of pixels correctly classified as cracks
Total number of pixcels of detected cracks

ð9Þ

R ¼ Number of pixels correctly classified as cracks
Total number of pixcels of detected cracks in ground truth image

ð10Þ

PC ¼ 2 × p × r
pþ r

ð11Þ

In order to have a quantitative assessment of the proposed
algorithm for frame identification, metrics such as accuracy, preci-
sion, and recall are used. Table 1 shows the confusion matrix for the
test. The matrix elements include true positive (TP), true negative
(TN), false negative (FN), and false positive (FP). The element TP
presents correct detection of crack frames, TN represents correct
detection of noncrack frames, FN represent incorrect detection of
crack frames (i.e., prediction no crack detected for actual crack in-
stances), and FP represents incorrect detection of noncrack frames.

Accuracy indicates how many images with distress and without
distress are identified correctly. Precision indicates how many of
the total positives (both true positives and false negatives) are cor-
rectly identified as frames with distress. Recall indicates how many
frames with distress are classified correctly. Average time per frame
is obtained by total time over total frames

Accuracy ¼ TPþ TN
TPþ TNþ FPþ FN

ð12Þ

Precision ¼ TP
TPþ FP

ð13Þ

Recall ¼ TP
TPþ FN

ð14Þ

Average time ¼ Total time
Total frames

ð15Þ

TP ¼ 45, TN ¼ 754, FP ¼ 7, and FN ¼ 3 with total frames of
809 and TP ¼ 35, TN ¼ 819, FP ¼ 5, and FN ¼ 1 with total
frames of 860 for Sections 1 and 2, respectively. Performance met-
rics calculated using Eqs. (12)–(14) for Section 1 were found to be
98%, 86%, and 94%, and for Section 2 resulted in 99%, 88%, and
97%, respectively.

Table 2 lists the result of crack detection using the selected pat-
tern, including accuracy and average CPU time of all images for
each pavement section. Overall, it achieves 87% precision for pave-
ment Section 1 and 92% for pavement Section 2. In terms of recall,
it achieves 92% and 97% for pavement Sections 1 and 2, respec-
tively. The speed and accuracy are analyzed for the manual and
automated detection frame identification and the results are pre-
sented. Accuracy and average time per image for each section
are also displayed. Note the processing times vary for each image.
For instance, in Section 1 image 24 takes 0.57 s processing time,
while it takes 360 s for the manual system. The last two columns
show precision and recall criteria for frame identification. It is evi-
dent that the proposed method is able to detect cracks with accuracy
up to 98% in a much shorter time than manual detection.

In Table 2, average time per image in seconds is calculated by
this formula: Time per image (s) = Total time ðminuteÞ × 60 s=
Number of imagewith crack. For example, in Section 1 total manual
time for 48 images with cracks is 260 min, which according to the
formula for average time per image is 260 min × 60 s=48 ¼ 325 s.

Fig. 12. Comparison performance of image segmentation techniques in road image: (a) pavement surface image; (b) iterative clipping; (c) weighted
mean thresholding; (d) proposed method

Table 1. Confusion Matrix Showing Relationships between Frame with or
without Distress and Frame Identification

Events
Frame with

distress (positive)
Frame without

distress (negative)

Correctly frame
identified (true)

True positive (TP) False positive (FP)

Incorrectly frame
identified (false)

False negative (FN) True negative (TN)
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Conclusion

A new image processing method is designed for online automated
detection and segmentation of pavement cracking. For image pre-
processing, new brightness level correction method is applied to
remove nonuniform background. For image segmentation, seven
different patterns are studied and compared for their performances.
The eight-direction pattern is finally chosen due to its best perfor-
mance in terms of accuracy and robustness to noise. A correspond-
ing binary image is then defined by applying threshold. Noise
regions from the binary image are removed by examining the
eccentricity and area values by applying the region properties
and the forward-scan two-pass-CCL algorithm using a union-find
data structure.

The proposed method was tested on different crack types, and
the detection accuracy has been evaluated by comparing the auto-
mated detection and segmentation to the ground truth data obtained
through manual detection and segmentation. Using the test dataset,
the newmethod identified pavement cracking with 98% accuracy in
a fast and robust fashion, allowing for online automated detection
and segmentation of pavement surface image with cracking. When
affiliated with the geographical location information of pavement
surface images, it provides a powerful tool for online automated
pavement condition assessment of a highway network.
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